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Abstract In this article we describe a holistic, ecological framework that takes into

account the surface structures and pedagogical approaches in the studio and how these

elements are connected to the construction of design knowledge: epistemology. In our

development of this framework, we came to understand how disciplinary underpinnings

and academic culture shape the ways that studio is enacted. Using practice theory, we

illustrate our framework with two examples—one in Industrial Design and another in

Human Computer Interaction—that demonstrate the ways in which the studio can act as a

bridge between academic and professional communities. We came to see the studio as a

unique practice community that connects academic and professional contexts. We argue

that successful implementation of studio-based learning involves an awareness of disci-

plinary canons, ontological approaches to knowledge, and the academic constraints on

studio-based approaches to learning.
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More than 20 years ago, Schön (1985, 1987) posed the idea that studio-based design

instruction could serve as a way for all students to learn to participate in the cultural

practices of a discipline. Other researchers have noted that the traditional teaching pro-

cesses of delivering information, demonstrating the technique, and providing opportunities

for practice should be transformed in a way that better prepares students for the com-

plexities of professional practice (Lave and Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998). Since then, the

studio method has been used as a means of teaching a variety of content areas such as

mathematics (Shaffer 2005), chemistry (Gottfried et al. 2007), physics (Dori and Belcher

2005), and computer science (Reimer and Douglas 2003).

Yet, as we seek to apply the studio method in disciplines lacking a long tradition of

design-based instruction, we developed a theoretical framework that can help us focus on

the essential features of the studio and how particular features enable learning and expe-

rience beyond the kind of instruction afforded in the traditional university classroom. Such

a theoretical framework can help us begin to answer the questions such as: Beyond a series

of problem-based assignments supplemented by periodical critiques, what is the nature of

studio? To what extent are dedicated desk space and long-hours necessary? What sorts of

learning experiences do these features enable?

The framework presented in this article provides a way of thinking about the studio that

begins to illuminate the answers to these questions. As we developed our theoretical

framework, we began to look beyond the elements of project-based assignments, critique

sessions, and dedicated desk space to better understand the sort of pedagogy and epistemo-

logical understanding that these features enable. Furthermore, we began to recognize the way

that the academic design studio, in all its complexity, is situated in the contexts of an academic

institution, as well as the larger professional community in which students are being prepared.

The goal of this paper is to present a theoretical framework for studying the basic

elements of the design studio, with a particular emphasis on the ways that socio-cultural

practices, tools, and design knowledge are implicated. In this article, we first provide an

overview of the design studio and the research methods used in our study. Next we

describe a holistic, ecological framework that takes into account the surface structures and

pedagogical approaches in the studio and how these are connected to the construction of

design knowledge: epistemology. In our development of this framework, we came to

understand how disciplinary underpinnings and academic culture shape the ways that

studio is enacted. From our own research on applying the studio to the field of human

computer interaction (HCI), we offer two examples illustrating the ways in which the

studio can act as a bridge between academic and professional communities. We conclude

by arguing that successful implementation of studio-based learning involves an awareness

of disciplinary canons, ontological approaches to knowledge, and the institutional con-

straints of studio-based approaches to learning.

Background: the design studio

The design studio emerged as the cornerstone of industrial design education during the

early 1900s from the Bauhaus School of Design in Germany (Bayer 1975) and later was
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adopted by workshop-based design programs in colleges and universities (Schön 1985,

1987). The studio, as commonly used in design related curricula, such as architecture,

landscape architecture, interior design, and industrial design, consists of an instructional

space where students are assigned individual desks that are, in most cases, available to

them at all times through the school term. Studio classes typically meet multiple times a

week for 3–4 h sessions, with students encouraged to work in the studio rather than at

home during off-hours.

As a variation of problem-based and project-based learning, students’ work often

centers on design problems that are grounded in the realities of professional practice. The

instructor provides students with a project brief that describes an ill-defined problem that

students must address through their design work. ‘‘Design is an important class of human

activity because it links theory and practice, bridging scientific activities with creative ones

in order to deal with ill-structured, open-ended problems’’ (Hoadley and Cox 2009, p. 20).

Managing the complexity of ill-structured, open-ended problems is key to design work

where the work of a designer involves working with uncertain parameters in particular

settings that evokes meta-knowledge, a sense of how to go about building an understanding

of the problem at hand.

At various points in the semester, students present their designs, models, or prototypes

to faculty or professional designers for critique sessions intended to stimulate student

reflection on and discovery of their developing knowledge through project reviews and

student questioning. In this way, students learn the process of design from each other, from

faculty, and from professionals in the field. Brocato (2009) breaks down the design process

to three steps in an on-going iterative cycle. First is a proposal phase where students assess

an ill-defined problem and develop a series of proposals. A second phase involves critique

and may take the form of pin-ups, formal juries, and desk or table critiques (known as

‘‘crits’’ in design disciplines) with their peers and instructor. Throughout the proposal and

critique phases, students continue to refine their work in a third phase through multiple

iterations of their design and incorporate feedback from peers and instructors as they then

develop a new series of proposals.

In the architecture studio, for example, the design process strives for successive, more

technically accurate developed, aesthetically superior refined proposals of previous itera-

tions. New proposals are informed by the critique and feedback of prior work; iterations are

followed by new reworked and refined propositions. As iterations proceed, students must

access a broader range of resources and content as the number of iterations increase.

‘‘Central to SBL [studio-based learning] is the positioning of work in a critique space that

renders the work never complete, always on a pathway toward better iterations’’ (Brocato

2009, p. 142).

Hoadley and Cox (2009) also argue that good design is iterative with variation on the

design informing the next steps of the design process. Iterations are only good so far as

they function in terms of eliciting feedback from peers and instructor during the design

critique. One element of a design problem is that one’s knowledge of human behavior is

incomplete and that designs will naturally have unintended consequences. Hoadley and

Cox (2009) apply an iterative cycle of design that includes a space for self-reflection and

for response to the unintended consequences, which they claim, can fuel inspiration in the

next round of design work, similar to what Schön and Wiggins (1992) has described as

‘‘see-move-see.’’

In the studio, students portray their designs through diverse representational modes: by

sketching on paper or drawing with digital software; through constructing low fidelity

prototypes; or by building small-scale and even true-to-scale models. Modeling and other
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representations of design serve dual purposes in the classroom. On the one hand students

use representations as a means to give their ideas a physical reality and to test them. On the

other hand, instructors use these models as an indication of students’ developing design

knowledge. Davies and Elmer (2001) note that modeling is a meta-cognitive activity,

which provides both the teacher and student tangible insight into the process of their own

learning. In modeling (and in all design work for that matter), the student is responsible for

developing an audit trail, a recording of the modeling process to those who are going

evaluate the design process and product. What has been a very private process for the

student is made public to an audience that will pass judgment on the student’s work. In a

sense, modeling is an ‘‘externalization’’ of the student’s interior thought processes about

design. It is also a tool for students to gain greater self-awareness of themselves as

designers as they gain insight into their own process of learning (Davies and Elmer 2001).

Examining the studio across disciplines

The impetus for this article comes from our investigation of design studios in order to

derive principles that can be applied to the education of computer science professionals. In

our attempt to view the ecology of the studio holistically, we used ethnographic research

methods (Hammersley and Atkinson 2007; LeCompte and Schensul 1997) to capture the

cultural complexities of how students and faculty use the space of the studio and of the

social interactions among individuals and groups throughout the course. Our goal was to

understand how to adapt the studio across various disciplinary domains, as well as to

explicate the interplay between social and physical context and its influence on learning.

We quickly came to understand that each studio faculty member interpreted ‘‘studio’’ a

bit differently. Although everyone agreed that studio-based instruction involved project-

based assignments followed by public critiques, there were extended discussions of what

other elements were necessary in order to be a ‘‘studio.’’ Our task was a bit like the parable

of the blind men describing the elephant: to some, around the clock dedicated desk space

was essential; for others, these resources were not available. Some faculty emphasized the

role of the teacher as ‘‘expert;’’ others emphasized the roles of students in taking

responsibility for their own learning.

In order to build a cross-disciplinary understanding of ‘‘what makes a studio’’ we

initially adopted Shaffer’s (2007) definition of the studio developed through his observa-

tion of an architecture studio at MIT. He presented the academic design studio as a

coherent system where surface structures, pedagogy, and epistemology interact to create a

unique learning community. Surface structures referred to the easily observable compo-

nents of studio: the space, furniture, time blocks, assignments and so forth, roughly

equivalent to the tools available for the teachers and students’ use; pedagogical activities
include activities and interactions, such as iterative cycles of design, hands-on investiga-

tions, and group discussions of work in progress, roughly equivalent to the practices of the

studio; and epistemological understanding describes the beliefs about the nature of design

knowledge and how it is constructed that guides studio activities.

Surface structure includes the physical, temporal, and material conditions of the design

studio, which encompass not only the layout of the studio space, but also include the

furniture, surfaces, objects, tools, and technology that are part of the studio environment

(Shaffer 2007). In Brocato’s study of the studio as enacted in a school of architecture, the

proposal phase begins at the student’s workspace. Each student has a large work desk or

drafting table that is personalized and whose boundaries are demarcated by sketches, maps,
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cardboard and other personal effects. The studio also includes shared spaces of communal

access to technological resources and reference books are shared. Therefore, surface

structures include not only the spatial dimensions of the studio, but kinds of material

features or objects that afford opportunities for individual and group work, such as stu-

dents’ desks, communal tables, computer technology, and drafting tools. In addition, a

consideration of surface structures includes pacing of the curriculum and the ways that

time is linked to space in the studio.

Pedagogical activities are viewed both broadly at the macro-level to include the

orchestration and sequencing of design problems in the studio, and at the micro-level as the

instructor works more intimately through dialogue and example with students in the design

crits. Pedagogical activities encompass the ways that surface features are used in the

studio, for example, bringing students together at a table for an impromptu crit or short

lectures. While the instructor guides most of the pedagogy, students too can introduce

pedagogical activities through peer mentoring in the crits or when introducing unexpected

resources to illustrate one’s thinking for their peers and instructor.

Epistemological understandings are sets of beliefs and values about design knowledge

that guide and determine the ways that students and faculty interact in the studio. In a

sense, the pedagogic activities both enact and reveal the epistemic underpinnings of the

studio (Shaffer 2007). Both students and instructors offer claims of what constitutes

‘‘good’’ design that are connected to their representations of design, the rationale they

offer, and a design ‘‘canon’’ of examples that constitutes good design in their disciplinary

field.

Methods

Data were collected in five classes over a 2-year period: an architecture studio, an

industrial design studio, and three HCI courses that incorporate elements of the studio

method into their instruction at three research universities. These studios were selected as

representative exemplars of the ways the design studio is currently enacted in these three

disciplines. The four instructors (all of which are co-authors in this study) have an

established history of using the design studio in their teaching practice, ranging from 4 to

more than 10 years of experience using a studio-based approach. Data consisted primarily

of video from the five classes, supported by a wide range of artifacts collected from each

design studio. These various kinds of data ‘‘triangulated’’ or corroborated our initial

conjectures from the video analysis.

Data collection

This study focused on documenting the everyday practices of the design studio and the

types of learning that resulted from the interactions among students, their peers in the

course, and instructors. Data collection in each class consisted of two types: videotaping

key classroom interactions as identified by the instructors (Table 1), and student and

instructor generated artifacts from the course (Table 2).

The artifacts collected in each course examined the design process as it unfolded among

the students and faculty. Syllabi and written assignments provided a picture of the overall

structure of the course activities. In addition, responses to student ‘‘quick writes’’ were

transcribed from handwriting. In the ‘‘quick writes’’ students were provided a prompt (e.g.,
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‘‘When have you rejected a design concept? What made you stick with an idea?’’ or ‘‘What

exercises/events/activities have we had in class that have helped you become a stronger

designer?’’) and given 10 min to write an anonymous response. From the HCI courses, we

also collected copies of the exams, project reports and design journals generated by the

students to look at the kinds of written feedback that the instructors’ provided to the

students.

Video analysis

The first author and a graduate assistant, neither of whom were involved in teaching of the

design studios, conducted the analysis of the video and other data. Videotaping was

conducted in each design studio for the design crits, a representative sample of the table

crits, and in several classes—group sessions as students worked together on their team-

based projects. To understand the cultural practices and construction of knowledge in the

design studio, we used tools for tracking and analyzing the process of learning over the

course of a university term (semester/quarter). By focusing on two different levels of

analysis, and by moving back and forth between the levels, the data analysts tracked

meaning making as it occurred in the studio between students and their instructors. Each

tape was viewed in full at least two times, with sections of the video watched multiple

times in a more detailed analysis of dialogues and action.

The first level of video analysis is large-grained and holistic; we call this the video

narrative. While watching the video, the analysts composed a written narrative marked

frequently with time stamps. This written narrative provided a detailed description of the

Table 1 Types of videotaping in each studio or studio-hybrid class

HCI semester HCI semester HCI quarter ID Arch

Project briefings X X

Project critiques X X X X X

Group work out-of-class X X

Desk or table crits X X X X

Table 2 Types of student and instructor generated artifacts collected

HCI semester HCI semester HCI quarter ID Arch

Syllabus X X X X

Project brief guidelines X X X X X

Grading rubric X X X

Miscellaneous handouts X X X X X

Electronic discussions X

Student quick writes X X X

End-of-course open-ended student discussions X X X

Student design journals X X

Student projects and other assessment X X X X

Instructor journal X X X X

Sketch of classroom X X X X X
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action in the video by topics, speakers, objects, and contexts. The second level of video

analysis is intermediate and focused on significant events (SE). The analyst identified SE

segments of the video narrative and analyzed it in greater detail, emphasizing dialogue,

content, and the kinds of tools the participants were using to make sense of the design

process. A SE is an occasion when the students and their peers, or students and instructors

were making meaning about the design problem or process. In this stage of the analysis, the

entire video narrative was coded using the three categories: surface structures, pedagogy,

and epistemology (Shaffer 2003, 2007).

Case study research and the construction of cases

This research uses case study methodology as described by Merriam (p. xiii, 1998), in

which a case is defined as: ‘‘an intensive, holistic description and analysis of a bounded

phenomenon such as a program, an institution, a person, a process, or a social unit.’’

Constructing the cases for each studio course relied upon a method of qualitative data

analysis in which the data analysts (the first author and graduate assistant) undertook a

continual process of looking for patterns in themes and categories within the data.

The construction of the cases began by first organizing the video narratives and other

diverse types of data for each course into a case. In order to create a common framework

for our cases, we constructed a description of the surface structure, pedagogy, and epis-

temology of each class based on coding categories that were derived from Shaffer’s (2003,

2007) analysis an architecture studio at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).

This process occurred through reading and rereading the video narratives and SEs for

each studio class, first noting categories and then identifying key ideas or themes. This

technique is partially derived from the tradition of constant comparative analysis as

described by LeCompte (2000). The analysis required repeated reading of the data, pro-

gressed in multiple stages, and was largely comparative in nature. As we finalized the

narratives for each class, the cases were sent to each instructor who had the opportunity to

raise questions or challenge the analysts’ interpretation. In some situations it meant the

analysts went back to the original videos or artifacts to verify information.

As we analyzed over 110 h of video data, course assignments, instructors’ journals, and

other artifacts we collected from the studios, we realized that our initial classification

system was inadequate for our purposes. Because Shaffer (2007) collected data in one

architecture classroom, differences between discipline-specific surface structures, peda-

gogy, and epistemology, and studio-specific surface features, pedagogy, and epistemology

in his study were not obvious to him. In this article, we present our framework that

emerged from our analysis of the studio method. In the following text we describe and

illustrate this new framework with two examples from our data set that explicate these

discipline-specific and studio-specific (academic) contexts. The resulting theoretical

framework provides an in depth account of looking at the studio method that takes into

consideration: (1) the academic culture of a discipline, and (2) the culture of professional

practice for which students are being prepared.

Theoretical framework

Drawing upon the work of Lave and Wenger (1991), we originally defined the studio as a

unique learning community where students engage in legitimate peripheral participation in
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order to develop their professional identity within a community of practice. Lave and

Wenger developed the concept ‘‘community of practice’’ to describe the kinds of

apprenticeship and learning that occurs in professional, out-of-school environments. They

defined a community of practice as social group in which novices are first introduced as

legitimate peripheral participants and integrated more centrally into the community

through their participation in increasingly more complex tasks. We observed many simi-

larities between the studio and the ways in which Lave and Wenger conceptualized a

community of practice. Over the academic term, students and faculty built relationships

and developed a shared repertoire of resources for problem solving. Students and faculty

established a common vocabulary as they engaged in and coordinated their activities.

Professionals, as experts in the discipline, were invited into the classroom to discuss

students’ progress in the studio crits and modeled for students the ways that design

knowledge was represented and communicated in the larger professional field. As students

took on increasingly more complex design problems, there was a palpable shift in the ways

they positioned themselves as more knowledgeable and identifying as ‘‘designers.’’ They

also began to view their peers as invaluable resources for improving their designs. Students

learned essential skills and ways to work with materials through their direct experience in

the studio. Despite these similarities to professional work beyond the academy, we also

recognized that a blanket application of Lave and Wenger’s community of practice to the

studio—or other classroom contexts—as problematic and inaccurate (Boylan 2010).

We quickly came to recognize that although studios were situated in professional

communities of practice, and as such, focused on preparing students to adopt the tools,

practices, and beliefs of that professional community, they were also situated in, and a part

of, a particular academic culture with its unique set of tools, practices, and beliefs. While

many of the design problems in the studio were similar (or at times, identical) to those in

their professional discipline, students nevertheless were not functioning in the economic

constraints of the professional world. Few opportunities existed for students to work

directly with clients or under the pressures of professional deadlines. Instead, students’

work was structured by the academic semester or quarter system and was evaluated for

academic credit. Similarly, while the instructors may have had extensive design experience

beyond the academy, each of them now identified themselves foremost as associate or full

professor, rather than as a professional designer.

As Lave (1993) argues, learning-in-practice is contextual and situated in time and space.

The historical dimensions of the institutions and participants’ own life experiences con-

tribute to the ways that activities and the culture of the studio are enacted. Practice theory

(Lave 1993, 1997) focuses on the ways in which people through their daily activities make

meaning in ways that reflect the interrelations of larger social structures. By going beyond

the study of immediate social interactions (e.g., ethnomethodology and conversation

analysis), research on local practices can reveal insights into actions of the participants and

the meanings they ascribe to various activities in the local setting. Likewise, Fischer (2005)

emphasizes social practice in building reflective design communities, although rather than

a community of practice, he emphasizes ‘‘communities of interest’’ in which all stake-

holders in the design process participate. Recently, educational researchers have promoted

the concept of an ‘‘ecological’’ approach to understanding learning in a more holistic way

(Barab and Roth 2006; Barron 2006; Bronfenbrenner 1979; Lee 2008) that brings together

a focus on practice, tools, learning environments, and social context. In our study, a holistic

focus on practice emphasizes the ways that participants, academic context, and disciplinary

cultures interact to determine the nature of the studio and the ways that design knowledge

was shared and communicated.
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It should be noted that there are a number of parallels between practice theory and

cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT) (Roth and Lee 2007). We focus on practice

because we are interested in the social reproduction of studio, the dynamics of the social

group, and the social contexts of learning and knowledge production. CHAT tends to start

at the locus of the individual, the mediating objects, and context. While CHAT is a

perfectly valid approach, for our work we found it less useful than practice theory. Sim-

ilarly, other educational theorists (e.g., Harel and Papert 1991) have also focused on

understanding individual learning, especially the ways that learning is mediated through

computer technology. Yet, in our study we view learning as a social activity in which

individual meaning is negotiated in the social context of others (Vygotsky 1978). Learning,

as a ‘‘situated,’’ everyday practice, relies on activity, context, but moreover, the interac-

tions of members in the design studio as a learning community (Brown et al. 1989).

In their research on the design-based classroom, Davies and Elmer (2001) found that

activity in the design studio could not be separated from its cultural contexts. In each of

their case studies, Davies and Elmer found that the kinds of assessment, the cultural

influences of the institutional context, and the social impact of the classroom shaped the

ways in which the studio was enacted. Similarly, Carvalho and Dong (2009) note that

social values and the economic context of the discipline are connected to what counts as

design knowledge, design practice, and use of objects in the studio. Carvalho and Dong

also argue that the real challenge is to understand how different disciplines ‘‘practice

design’’ and the underlying basis of knowledge within each discipline. Citing Bourdieu

(1983) and his concept of habitus, where particular norms and dispositions are valued and

determine the implicit rules of the game within each discipline, Carvalho and Dong

maintain that ‘‘What designers do to make their activities ontologically described as

architectural design or engineering design is to perform design activities according to the

unwritten rules of the discipline’’ (p. 486). Thus, we are interested in not only the practice

of design, but how these practices are valued and nurtured and called upon in discussions

of design. Once rules are established, these guide how meaning is made, design is prac-

ticed, and the studio defined in the classroom community.

Barab and Duffy (2000) contend that many classrooms are ‘‘practice fields’’ (Senge

1994) in which learners (not yet legitimate participants in professional practice) are

engaged in simulations of real situations they will experience outside the school. The

instructors in our study, however, argued that their studios were neither embedded in a

community of practice (situated in the professional realm), nor a mock replica of pro-

fession design work (i.e., a practice field). Instead, we came to see the studio as a unique,

sheltered ‘‘practice community’’ (Barab and Duffy 2000, p. 33) that serves as a bridge

between academic and professional communities (see Fig. 1). Practice communities (as

opposed to more artificially contrived practice fields) are more closely associated with

disciplinary communities and the kinds of real life problem solving in professional prac-

tice, where students can legitimately participate in disciplinary practices. This development

of ‘‘self,’’ as a legitimate participant, is at the heart of a practice community. The challenge

for instructors is to develop a studio whereby there is adequate overlap between the

academic and professional for the studio to exist as a practice community, bridging these

two communities.

Intended to prepare students for the realities of professional practice through legitimate

peripheral participation, the academic design studio exists as part of a professional com-

munity of practice. While the studio exists to prepare students for participation in a

professional community of practice, it is distinct from, though a part of, the larger pro-

fessional community. Students may work on real projects, the products of which will enter
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the larger community. For example, students in an HCI class designed an interactive public

display of solar panel electricity savings for the student recreation center that was actually

built. Also, practicing professionals may participate in the studio through offering critiques

of student work. Within the studio classroom, some students will remain peripheral

members of the professional community in that they may choose not to become a member

of the profession. Others are on an inbound trajectory, headed toward becoming full

participants in professional practice. Faculty, as boundary members of the professional

community of practice, sustain membership and participation in the related academic

communities of practice and ‘‘in essence, ‘broker’ interactions between them’’ (Driscoll

2005, p. 169).

Brokering by instructors often involves making explicit the tacit rules of design practice

for students. Hoadley and Cox (2009) note that describing design knowledge is challenging

because experts in the field have difficulty in articulating unconscious habits that frame the

everyday work in the studio. Designers describe what makes a good design via ‘‘codes of

legitimation’’ (Carvalho and Dong 2009, p. 484), which coordinate the practice of design in

the studio. Thus, we see how the studio is approached differently not only because of the

way knowledge is used in the design process to perform particular tasks, but because

knowledge is valued differently across disciplines. Carvalho and Dong (2009) argue that

actors in design have a different lens through which they view design and studio practice,

depending on their design discipline. And while designers might have individual choice on

how to pursue their work, they act within the codes of legitimation that dominate their

field. Understanding these differences are crucial in interdisciplinary collaborative design

work where potential conflicts can arise when different disciplines struggle to assert their

notions of what constitutes ‘‘good’’ design knowledge or appropriate design practices.

Students, however, typically come to the studio environment as full participants in the

academic culture of their discipline. Students in schools of design are immersed in the

culture of the studio environment early in their academic careers, and many of the norms of

the studio become ‘‘taken-as-shared’’ expectations prevalent throughout many of the

courses offered by the school. However, when importing the studio method into other

disciplines, students may lack prior knowledge of the expectations and responsibilities of

studio-based learning. For example, they may be unfamiliar with the practice of making

their thinking explicit through oral and written articulations of their design decision.

Students who are familiar with classes that value competitiveness may be reluctant to

Fig. 1 The studio as bridge between professional and academic communities of practice
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express ill-formed ideas in a public forum in which they are subject to scrutiny. In

classroom cultures that value efficiency, students may be reluctant to let go of an initial

idea in order to pursue an alternative, potentially more fruitful pathway.

We argue that just as the academic and professional communities of practice have their

own set of tools, practices, and beliefs, so do practice communities. Cobb and his col-

leagues (see, for example, Cobb et al. 1992; Cobb et al. 1992; Yackel and Cobb 1996) have

examined classrooms interactions to determine how teachers foster an understanding of the

nature of ‘‘knowing’’ within a discipline. Cobb and his colleagues also recognized that the

classrooms had a unique set of ‘‘taken-as-shared’’ expectations and responsibilities that

guided student behavior within the classroom. They adopted the term ‘‘norms’’ to refer to

the beliefs and expectations about what constitutes ‘‘knowing’’ and how that knowledge is

constructed in the classroom. Within a particular learning environment, the norms that

develop can be specific to the discipline (or community of practice), or specific to the

learning environment (or practice community). For example, within the mathematics

learning communities examined by Cobb and his colleagues, the expectation that students

explain their problem-solving strategies is designated as a classroom norm, while beliefs

about what constitutes an acceptable mathematical explanation is described as a disci-

plinary-specific norm.

In order to build a disciplinary and cross-disciplinary understanding of the studio, our

goal became focused on teasing out the tools, practices, and beliefs that are discipline
specific as well as those that are common to all studio classrooms. For examples, see the

Table 3.

When seeking to understand the academic design studio, we acknowledge the risk of

oversimplifying the complex relationships among studio components. We developed these

categories not to reduce the complex relationships among the studio components, but

Table 3 A framework for understanding the design studio

Practice community: studio
bridge

Professional community of
practice

Academic community

Surface
structures

Structural elements of the
studio: space, time,
materials, tools, furniture,
as well as curricular
structure such as
assignments

Disciplinary specific tools,
furniture, and features of
the studio: computer
hardware and software in
HCI; model-building
supplies in architecture;
areas for pin-ups

Structure inherent to the
academic context:
semester or quarter
system; classroom
structure; student desks
and furniture; classroom
technology

Pedagogical
activities

Pedagogy of studio:
iterative cycles of design,
lectures as needed,
questioning strategies,
types of crits, exercises
that develop particular
skills

Principles and practice of
the discipline: usability
testing in HCI; sketches
in architecture and
industrial design; model
building in architecture;
the design crits

Lecture and delivery of
content; system of
evaluation and reporting
grades; course pre-
requisites; norms of
faculty decorum

Epistemological
beliefs

Beliefs and expectations
about the nature of
knowing in the studio
classroom and how
knowledge is developed;
general ‘‘habits of
studio’’

Beliefs and expectations
about the nature of
knowing within a
discipline: what
constitutes an acceptable
architectural claim or
what is ‘‘good design’’ in
a computer interface

Beliefs about teaching and
learning; theoretical
approaches to learning,
for example, social
constructivism
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instead to provide us with a language we could use to examine the beliefs, practices, and

tools through which faculty and students construct the studio experience. For example,

consider the idea of ‘‘space.’’ The studio meets in a certain room that includes particular

kinds of furniture. Instructors arrange the studios in ways that enable certain types of

pedagogical interactions, which in turn create a shared social space. Likewise, the social

‘‘space’’ that exists between participants may influence the way they arrange the physical

space. Students may pull desks closer to share ideas or they may push desks away and erect

barriers to carve out ‘‘personal space’’ in a crowded environment. So the room and fur-

niture are part of the ‘‘surface structure,’’ but they are also used in the construction of the

social and pedagogical space of the studio. The industrial design studio includes common

tables that not only provide an in-class meeting venue, but also create a place for students

to gather on their own at all times of day and night, for meals, or for impromptu, ad hoc

workshops.

As a practice community, students within the studio are expected to develop an

understanding of disciplinary norms through legitimate peripheral participation, thus,

interactions occur ‘‘across rows’’ as well as within columns (Table 1). For example,

assignments are sequenced in the semester to reveal certain principles, specific to a dis-

cipline. Although all studios have project-based assignments, the nature of the assignment

varies by discipline. Assignments, as part of the surface structure, serve to encourage

certain practices, interactions, or pedagogical functions, which provide opportunities to

develop epistemological understanding. Likewise, the assignments that are created and the

pedagogical practices through which they are enacted are in turn influenced by the epis-

temological beliefs of the instructor.

Examples from two studios

Below we provide a brief summary of two examples of design studios that were examined

in our cross-disciplinary study of design studios in higher education to illustrate the ways

this framework can explicate the ways in which design studios are enacted and the ways

that learning is impacted. We summarize the key features of the studio in terms of ped-

agogical activities, surface structures, and epistemological beliefs to highlight how these

studios are situated and influenced by their academic and disciplinary cultures. These

situated practices shaped design knowledge and also influenced the means by which stu-

dents positioned themselves as learners and knowledgeable participants.

Industrial design studio

Surface structures

The studio in Industrial Design was a required second year course with 32 undergraduates

enrolled and was co-taught with another instructor. The studio met three times a week, 3 h

at a time, over a 16-week semester for a total in-studio time of 144 h. In addition, the

studio was open at all hours of the day for students to use the facilities as they completed

their assignments for the course.

The studio was a mixture of individual and community space. Each student had his or

her own 3 by 5 foot desk throughout the semester in a large, expansive room. Students

brought their own chairs, drafting tools, and materials to the studio bench, allowing them
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the opportunity to personalize their space. The attention was directed to the end of the

room where a large ‘‘pin-up’’ wall was established against the breezeway, measuring 12

feet wide by 10 feet tall. A table to the side of the classroom provided a space where a

small group (5–6) of students could hold an impromptu crit with an instructor. A large

screen video monitor was hooked up to a computer to display digital images next to the

pin-up area. Students worked with lap top computers, sketchbooks, and three-dimensional

modeling materials.

Three of the design-problem assignments were completed individually, with one very

short, 1-week, team project. During the longer projects that extended for a month, the

instructors would conduct unannounced, informal desk crits individually with students.

Also, the instructors would have periodic pin-ups where students would display their

emerging designs. Each project ended with a group crit where students presented his or her

design to the entire studio. The pacing in this studio required that students be prepared to

discuss their design process at any given time.

Pedagogical activities

Crits were held at the completion of each project and in the ID studio in which students

relied on a variety of media to represent their designs. Two-dimensional pin-ups were

common for the final project crits and were also accompanied by three-dimensional

models, sketches, digital projections or finished objects. The project crits generally fol-

lowed this pattern: (1) each student presented her or his design, describing its evolution,

and often, offering a critique of the final design; (2) the instructor then asked questions

about the design, creating a very intimate space with the student; (3) and the instructor at

some point invited others from the studio to join in the discussion. When students did not

show much conviction or displayed ambivalence to their design, students and instructors

stepped in with their comments and were very animated in their feedback. One way the

instructor encouraged the students to shift their own thinking was through the use of

narrative where the instructor inserted herself into the design problem, thinking and sur-

mising out loud to draw the students into the problem.

Students in the ID studio experienced a variety of intermediate critiques that were

intended to push their design ideas further. These intermediate crits led students to conduct

a variety of studies that were integral to the production of the final design: trend studies—

where students research the context and use of the object they are designing; form stud-

ies—where the students build prototypes of the form out of foam, plastic, or cardboard; and

storyboards—where students explored by diagramming the ways they envisioned the

object to be used. For example, in the ID studio, an informal pin-up was scheduled at a

point to help students commit to a final design. Several students posted their current

concepts (with tracing paper overlaid), which were full-scale orthogonal drawings, on the

pin-up board in the studio. The studio crit itself was brief, but the work remained posted for

the whole week, allowing instructors and students to draw on top of each other’s designs in

small groups and one-on-one conversations over several days. Students refined their forms

through overlays and sketching; the studio discourse about concept refinement continued

informally for a week.

Epistemological beliefs

The Industrial Design studio largely relied on students’ direct experience with forms and

materials as a vehicle for learning design concepts. This direct experience with materials
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provided important course content, but it also mirrored professional practice. For

example, a day of sketching preceded the project of the medical hand dispenser with the

guest instructor drawing alongside the students. This experience gave students a sense of

how a designer (in this case the guest professor) approached the form and functional

constraints of the hand. Later in the semester, a visit to an artist’s studio also permitted

students to gain a sense of how design professionals carried out their ideas to create a

finished form through the manipulation of materials. Conversations between the

instructors and students in the design crits focused on students’ subjective experience with

design form and function.

In addition, these conversations emphasized generating unique designs that would help

them define the parameters of the design problem, as well as solidify their identity as

‘‘designers.’’ For example, the trend studies, described above provided a place for the

instructors to discuss the ways that industrial designers approach a problem. In the project

critiques we often observed the instructor attempting to situate her students within the

design problem and modeling for them the design-based thinking that underlies the norms

of the discipline. Also prominent in the ID studio was the notion of building upon the work

and ideas of others. The success of one’s design depended not merely ‘‘taking’’ ideas from

others, but it stemmed from a supportive, collaborative give and take—as exhibited in the

many forms of critiques throughout the semester.

HCI hybrid-studio: user interfaces

Surface structures

User Interfaces was a senior undergraduate/first-year graduate level elective course with 12

students enrolled, which convened twice a week during the academic quarter. Students and

the instructor spent roughly 40 h together in the classroom over a span of 11 weeks. The

class was held in a small seminar room with individual writing chairs all facing toward a

small table and a SmartBoardTM (an interactive white board connected to a computer

interface). A second white board was on the stage left side of the room. The seminar room

was very small, resulting in a very intimate space.

The course was structured with three short design problems in the first 6 weeks of the

academic term, followed by one 4-week project. Design problems and the final project

were all completed in teams of 3–4 students, with students meeting with their teams

outside the classroom on their own time. The design problems were interspersed with

instructor lectures and four quizzes. Throughout the quarter, students were assigned

readings from a textbook and selected articles that emphasized general design concepts in

HCI. The instructor designated the format as a ‘‘hybrid-studio’’ because the lecture format

was an integral part of the course and the studio portion of the class was limited to project

crits.

The pacing of the course involved a project crit every 2 weeks for the first three

exercises. For the final project, crits were held three times (once a week) as the teams

refined their final design. The surface structures leveraged in the project crits largely

focused on computer technology in the form of PowerPoint and digital screenshots of

student’s digital designs. However, as the quarter progressed, students began to integrate

hand drawings of their designs on the white board. No desk crits were held, although the

instructor was available for consultation during office hours.
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Pedagogical activities

Project crits were held at the completion of each exercise with each team presenting their

design. The instructor made it very clear to the students that the crits were not to be graded,

but were intended as a place for students to receive feedback from their instructor and peers

as they developed their designs. Time was the primary constraint in the studio and resulted

in a high level of pedagogical control over the studio practices. In the initial assignments,

each team had 15 min to present their work with 10 min for questions. The fast pace of

questioning and the student’s inability to develop ideas in the time available was often

frustrating for them; however, as the quarter progressed, students began to relax and

understand how to use the studio to their benefit.

Several times the instructor used a pedagogical move that generated collaborative

discussion. For example, in Exercise 3, the Instructor asked one of the groups to draw the

design on the white board, rather than relying on PowerPoint, or in this particular case,

very small index cards on which particular aspects of the user interface were drawn. As the

student was drawing the display and then the controls on the white board, it created an

interactive situation: peers were asking him questions as he was creating a context for his

project, as well as clarifying what the actual drawings were. At this point in the crit, the

instructor stepped back and students guided the discussion and offered supportive sug-

gestions for refining the design.

The inherent complexity of the design exercises in the hybrid HCI studio often required

a team approach whereby students could examine the problem from different perspectives.

For example, exercise 2 required students to put themselves in the situation of actually

trying to use the software while blindfolded. Students were either ‘‘blindfolded testers’’ or

observers. The observers had to ‘‘figure this thing out and then figure out how to teach it;’’

in other words, the observers had to understand the software program well enough to teach

a user who had a vision impairment.

Epistemological beliefs

Throughout the course, the instructor reinforced how user interface design demanded a

mindset different from the typical task of computer programming. The design problem in

user interface was not one, but a series of interrelated problems, situated within a complex

social context—one that required systematic analysis and a logical approach. For example,

Exercise 3 required students to ‘‘interview’’ or ‘‘survey’’ potential users on what charac-

teristics they would look for in a sprinkler system. Also, they had to design a usability test

for a product they could only conceptualize, and then evaluate their product. This exercise

was an example of how students construct knowledge through their direct experiences and

provided a window into students’ abilities to see larger epistemological issues.

The design crits emphasized the tension between the teamwork of bringing their designs

to completion and the individual work of programming particular features of the design

interface. Students came to this course as skilled programmers, yet the new social structure

of the studio, as well as the demands of the complex design problems pushed students to

consider themselves and their work in this new context of human computer interaction. In

exercise 3, each team developed a mock-up of their sprinkler system control and display

using as series of 3 by 5 inch cards that acted as a prototype upon which to conduct

usability studies. Teams videotaped the testing in order to be able to evaluate the session

carefully at a later date, and presented the video as part of their project crit. It was in this

project assignment, coupled with the crit, that students’ approach to the studio started to
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shift and they began to make the connection between the programming with the end user

and context of use in mind.

Discussion: the studio as practice community

The studio practices of the two examples presented above included many common fea-

tures. Both instructors valued the analysis of the design problem through discussion, either

in the design crit, or in the context of design teams, where ill-formed problems in the

design briefs could be explored through multiple perspectives. Each studio featured the use

of sketching or developing low fidelity models that allowed faculty to view students’

thinking and as a means to share emerging ideas. Peer input and questioning were also key

elements in both examples; students were challenged to value and incorporate suggestions

from others. Yet, the two studios differed radically, in part due to the disciplinary context

and the academic culture in which each was situated.

The Industrial Design studio was embedded in an academic culture in which the studio

is an accepted part of the curriculum, thus it more closely mirrored the ways in which

studio has been described in the literature (Schön 1985, 1987; Shaffer 2007). And yet, the

high enrollment for the course and the presence of a co-instructor offered new challenges

and logistical dilemmas. Even with a 3-h session, held 3 times a week, the instructors

lacked adequate time to offer one-on-one desk crits with each student. With such a large

class, the instructors worried about being able to move students along in committing to

decisions on their designs. Through using table crits, around which a group of 5–6

students would gather, the instructor offered an intimate setting in which students could

test ideas and practice the language of design before having more public, whole-class

presentations of their work. More importantly table reviews created a ‘‘round table’’

atmosphere where students were equals: they reviewed one another and offered con-

ceptual assistance. The instructor had the opportunity to become part of the round table,

facilitating, rather than leading. Another solution was to display sketches of developing

designs on the pin-up area, with the sketches overlaid with tracing paper on which others

could write, sketch, and comment. The instructors in the Industrial Design studio rec-

ognized the importance of bridging the academic and professional cultures through

bringing professionals into the studio, as well as field trips to professional studios.

Nevertheless, the instructors also viewed the studio as a practice community in which

students could more freely explore design ideas and push the limits of the design problem

further than was possible in the ‘‘real world’’ of industrial design (Fig. 2). The studio as a

practice community was also a place where faculty and students could invest in devel-

oping narratives, analogies, and metaphors that would guide more innovative work in the

design crits.

The academic constraints upon the HCI studio demanded that the instructor strategize

shrewdly in terms of space and time. With the shortened academic quarter system and a

time slot that was typically intended for a seminar, the hybrid-studio was primarily limited

to public crits of students’ developing designs, rather than students having time to work

together in their teams to refine their designs. Similarly, the small seminar room limited the

kinds of interactions that could be taken up among the students; the space was too con-

strained for individual or small group work. The student teams and instructor did not have

the luxury of meeting together in the designated time slot for the course; students met

together on their own outside of the classroom.
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The hybrid studio attempted to balance the tension between the academic norms of a

computer science seminar and a studio for designing user interfaces. The instructor valued

maintaining particular aspects of a traditional seminar where course content was dissem-

inated by lecture and exams. For example, quizzes were used to evaluate students’

understanding—a trait more typical of a traditional classroom rather than a design studio.

In addition, this course was the first time students had been introduced to critiquing one

another’s work and contributing to one another’s designs. Thus, the instructor realized the

need to socialize students to this new classroom interaction. Students quickly learned that

the studio crit required communication skills and tools other than hardware and software:

after the instructor encouraged students to engage in free-hand drawing on the white

boards, new contributions and questioning emerged in the design crits. The hybrid studio

also exemplified the tension between the solo work of computer programming and

teamwork necessary for both the analysis and design of user interfaces. In these and other

ways, the HCI studio as a practice community was heavily influenced and shaped by its

academic context (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2 The studio bridge in industrial design

Fig. 3 The studio bridge in HCI
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Conclusions

The framework presented here emphasizes how the studio is grounded in the systematic

knowledge of the mutual relationship among design, the human environment, and social

practice. Ankiewicz and De Swardt (2006) argue that specific types of knowledge are

associated with specific phases of the design process and that these can differ depending

upon the discipline and its historical development. ‘‘Design operates within the contingent

world of funding priorities, time pressures, conflicting biases, personal and institutional

politics, and the like, and designers must know how to respond and take such influences

into account’’ (Ankiewicz and De Swardt 2006, p. 137).

Practices, beliefs, and knowledge claims in the studio establish epistemic relations to

the design problem and the social interactions in the design studio (Carvalho and Dong

2009; Dorst and Dijkhuis 1995). Tacit rules and habits of the studio guide how meaning is

made and how design is practiced in studio-based learning. In the examples we provided

from studios in HCI and industrial design, we found very different conceptions of epis-

temology, or what constituted ‘‘good design’’ and noted how these conceptions were linked

to disciplinary and academic cultures in which the studio was situated. On the one hand,

industrial design used a reflective practice paradigm in which the uniqueness of the design

problem—examined through discussion in the design critique—resulted in subjective

interpretation. On the other hand, the HCI faculty in our research project applied a

problem-solving paradigm that valued a logical, step-wise analysis of the design problem

and empirical data of usability. In our search for the essential elements of design-based

practice, we came to see that an understanding of how to apply a studio-based approach

depended on the way that design was leveraged within a particular discipline.

The studio, as an academic entity must, by design, take into account the larger disci-

plinary community of practice and seek to provide a studio bridge, a sheltered practice
community, where students can learn the norms, practices, and tools use of the larger

professional community of practice. Yet, studio practice must also respect and take into

account the academic community of which students and faculty are a part. A key element

of our theoretical framework is this studio bridge and the ways that instructors can act as

not only facilitators, but can broker students’ movement into professional practice.

As we seek to examine studio-based instruction to derive principles that can be applied

in multiple subject areas, we need to tease apart the practices that are unique to the studio

as a practice community across disciplines, from the disciplinary specific tools, practices

and norms. Developing this awareness is an essential step for reflective practice (Fischer

2005; Schön 1983), especially in interdisciplinary academic design studios in which stu-

dents come from across disciplines. As an initial step in that process, this framework

provides a way of thinking about the studio that both acknowledges the norms, practices

and tools of the professional community of which the students will become members, and
takes into account the disciplinary norms of academic community in which students and

faculty participate. This distinction should be of value to researchers who seek to better

understand the nature of studio-based instruction and practitioners who wish to incorporate

the studio method in teaching their discipline.
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